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SUMMARY
In the cash grain area farm tenure is one of the most 
important factors influencing the type of fanning. 
Crop-share tenancy means a high percentage of land 
in cbm and usually a small number of livestock pei 
farm. Heavy sale of crops off the farm tends to deplete 
fertility and reduce yields.
The greatest differences in farm organization, how­
ever are associated with the disposition of the crops 
after they are raised. On the farms studied there was 
but little difference in the crop rotations followed as 
between the principal types of farms, though there was 
considerable variation within each type.
On 15 cash-grain farms studied an average of over 
11 bushels of com per year was sold off the farms for 
each acre in the entire farm, and about the same num­
ber of bushels of oats. General farms sold an average 
of 6 bushels of com and over 7 bushels of oats from 
each acre. Hog farms sold 4 bushels of corn and 6 
bushels of oats. The four beef feeding farms in the 
study, however, bought and fed on the farms an aver­
age of 9 bushels of corn and sold an average of 2 
bushels of oats. These differences seem likely to have 
important effects on yields if kept up for periods of 
years.
Alfalfa and sweet clover seem to offer worthwhile 
opportunities for increasing the output of beef and 
dairy products in this section. It will probably take 
several more years to fit these crops into the farm or­
ganization to best advantage. It will be necessary to 
adjust leasing practices to encourage the planting of 
sweet clover and alfalfa by tenants.
2, 32- 4- 2.5
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On quarter section hog farms about 70 percent of 
the corn raised was fed on the farm. Around 60 per­
cent was fed on the general farms and 40 percent on 
the crop farms. In each case around two-thirds of the 
corn that was fed went to hogs. Of the oats crop, 45 
percent was fed on the hog farms, 40 percent on the 
general farms and 20 percent on the crop farms.
Sales of hogs brought in 41 percent of the total in­
come on the hog farms studied and about 25 percent 
on the crop and general farms. Cattle sales brought 
in 20 percent of total income on general farms, 15 per­
cent on hog farms and only 5 percent on crop farms. 
Crop sales brought in 59 percent of the income on crop 
farms, 34 percent on general farms and 28 percent on 
hog farms. Net cash income was nearly equal on these 
three types of farms (of comparable size) in 1928 and 
1929.
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Farm Organization and Man­
agement in Webster County1
By John A. Hopkins2
Which types of farm organization are best adapted to 
utilization of the land and other farm resources in Webster 
County ? Which methods of management have proven most 
successful? What are the principal faults of organization 
or management which the farmer in this area should guard 
against? This bulletin, designed to throw some light on 
these questions, reports on a detailed study of the organiza­
tion and management of 26 farms in 1928, 39 in 1929, and 
49 in 1930.
The farms studied were in the south western part of Web­
ster County, but to a large degree the results are applicable 
to the southern part of the Iowa Cash Grain Area. This in­
cludes Pocahontas, Humboldt, Wright, Calhoun, Webster, 
Hamilton, Greene, Boone and Story counties. These counties 
lie within the Wisconsin drift area, and the principal soil 
types are the Webster loam, Webster clay loam and Clarion 
loam.3
Com in this section occupies a greater area than any 
other crop. Oats follows it in importance. Table 1 shows 
the average yields and values of the more important crops 
in Webster County for the 5 years, 1926 to 1930. Com 
occupied 39 percent of the farm land. Oats occupied 31 
percent, and pasture 19 percent. Hay took only 4 percent.
’ Project No.  ^ of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
Acknowledgment is made of the valuable assistance o f Fred J. Rossiter and Carl 
C. Malone who served as field men in obtaining the data on/ which this study is based, 
and to Drs. Albert Mighell and Rainer Schickele who took part in the summarization 
and analysis o f the material. Acknowledgment is also made to the 55 farmers of 
Webster and Calhoun counties who cooperated in keeping the detailed records from 
which the information was obtained.
3Iowa Soil Survey Report No. 4 reveals that 46 percent of the surface of Webster 
County is covered with Webster loam, 22 percent with Webster clay loam and 23 
percent with Carrington loam. On the farms studied the Webster loam was most 
common, comprising about 60 percent of the total area of the farms. There were 
patches of Webster clay loam, and between 10 and 15 percent of the land was 
of Clarion loam which was included under the name Carrington in early reports.
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Corn is the crop of greatest value per acre among the 
grains (table 1), with barley second and oats third. In its 
production, corn requires more work and cost per acre than 
the small grains. Nevertheless, it is clearly the crop of 
greatest economic advantage in this area and farmers gen­
erally try to grow as large a relative acreage of corn as they 
can without decreasing their yields or overloading the labor 
program at critical seasons.
TABLE 1. PRINCIPAL CROPS IN WEBSTER COUNTY.
Crop














Corn............... 39 38.2 bu. $ .61 $23.30 45.1 bu. $27.51
Oats... 31 37.4 bu. .35 13.09 51.5 bu. 18.02
Barley............. 1 29.8 bu. .52 15.50 32.6 bu. 16.95
Hay____________ 4 (b) 1.25 T. (c) 13.98 17.48 (c) 1.20 T. (c) 16.78
Alfalfa -........... 1.5 2.53 T. 16.00 (d) 40.48 2.53 T. 40.48
(a) Data obtained or derived from Iowa Monthly Crop Reports.
(b) All tame hay.
(c) Clover and timothy mixed.
(d) Estimate.
(Pasture 19 percent of farm land.)
Other crops are, at present, of less importance, but alfalfa 
and sweet clover may very well bring about important modi­
fications both in the crop and the livestock systems in the 
near future.
THE CROP SYSTEM OF NORTH CENTRAL IOWA
In an analysis of the agriculture of an area, the crop sys­
tem is a logical place to start. The soil, climate, topography 
and location with regard to markets determine which crops 
can be grown economically. The crops, together with the 
proportion and type of pasture land, and the available mar­
kets, determine how crops shall be disposed—whether by 
direct sale or by feeding to livestock. The crop system and 
the livestock system together determine the demand for 
labor, power and equipment. Table 2 shows the relative 
acreages in principal crops in the eight north central Iowa 
counties.
6
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TABLE 2. PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL FARM LAND IN PRINCIPAL CROPS. 
(Eight North Central Counties.)
Year Com Oats Wheat Barley All hay Alfalfa
Sweet
clover
1859 fa) ............... 10.7 .92 3.4 7.0
1869 (a) ............... 9.1 2.4 9.8 .1 8.0
1879 (a) ------------- 29.3 6.1 8.8 .4 12.0
1889 (a) ..... ...... 27.9 13.8 .8 .3 22.5
1899 (a) ... ........... 30.3 18.5 4.4 1.1 14.7 .031909 (a) ............. . 29.7 21.0 .4 .5 13.7
1919 (a) ............ . 35.2 20.1 1.2 .3 7.6 .1
1922 (b) ......... — 38.8 28.9 .1 .2 7.3 .2
1923 (b) ------------ 39.6 28.3 .3 .3 7.3 .3
1924 (a) ....... ...... 40.4 27.9 .2 .3 8.3 1.0
1925 (b) —........- 41.S 28.7 .1 .3 5.7 .5 —
1926 (b) .........— 41.8 28.7 .1 •5 5.0 .7 .3
1927 (b) ....... ...... 41.0 28.6 .1 1.2 4.6 1.0 .8
1928 (b) ______ 41.5 28.2 > .2 2.1 4.2 1.2 1.1
1929 (a) ....... ...... 41.0 28.7 .2 1.4 5.0 1.7 1.2
1930 (b) .... ----- 41.3 29.0 .2 .7 4.1 1.8 .9
1931 (b) ......... ... | 42.6 28.0 .1 .5 4.2 1.9 .9
1932 (b) ------------ 42.4 29.2 .1 .7 3.9 2.1 .7
1933 (b) ... ....... . 42.1 30.4 .1 .7 4.0 2.3 .7




.2 .5 5.3 2.3 .7
(a) U. S. Census. „  .
(b) From Iowa Monthly Crop Reports, based on Assessors Reports.
The history of the crop system of the area may throw 
some light on the present acreages. Early after settlement 
of the area there was, naturally, a small total acreage of 
crops per 100 acres of land. Most of this was in small grains,
Fig. 1. Cultivating com  on a Webster County farm. Com must be cultivated 
(hiring the busy or critical season, which limits to an extent the total acreage of 
corn in the county.
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chiefly wheat. In 1869 there were more acres of wheat than 
of corn in these eight counties. Nearly as many acres were 
mowed for hay as were planted to corn. As settlement pro­
gressed raising corn and feeding it to hogs were found to 
yield a greater income than small grain production. Corn, 
however, required more labor and capital. Expansion of its 
acreage was made possible by the increase of population and 
capital in the area.
Thus the acreage of corn increased after 1870. The acre­
age of oats increased along with it, and after 1880 a sharp 
decline occurred in the acreage of wheat. This has been 
attributed partly to a decreasing yield of wheat. The early 
varieties of spring wheat yielded poorly, and winter wheat 
did not fit into the rotation as well as oats. After 1890, 
and up to the present time, oats have occupied about two- 
thirds as large an acreage as corn. Since 1924 the relative 
acreages of these two crops have been practically stabilized 
at 40-42 acres of corn and 28-29 acres of oats per 100 acres in 
farms. In 1934, under the corn-hog contracts, corn declined 
to 34 percent of the farm land.
The acreage mowed for hay, tame and wild combined, 
declined from 22.5 percent of the total farm acreage in 1889 
to 7.6 percent in 1919. A further decline carried the per­
centage down to 4.2 percent in 1931. This latter decline, 
however, was accompanied by an increase in the acreage of 
two high producing forage crops, alfalfa and sweet clover, 
which became important here after 1920. Their more gen­
eral adoption may well change the crop system of the area 
to a considerable degree, and through it the livestock system.
LIVESTOCK IN NORTH CENTRAL IOWA
Table 3 shows the changes in numbers of livestock per 100 
acres of farm land in the eight north , central counties. The 
total number of cattle increased from 5.8 head per 100 acres 
in June, 1870, to a high point of 17.2 in June, 1890. After 
this there was a decline. The low figure of 8.6 was reached 
in January, 1928, and since that time there has been a new , 
increase to 12.8 head per 100 acres in January, 1934. In
8
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recent years both the number of milk cows and of other 
cattle (mostly beef cattle) has increased, the gain being 
largest in beef cattle.
The number of hogs increased from 9.7 head per 100 acres 
in 1870 to 20.5 in 1890. Changes in the dates of the census 
after 1900 make it difficult to compare numbers prior to 
1910 with those after that date. In recent years there has 
been a year to year fluctuation but little apparent change 
in general level of hog numbers. In 1934 these figures stood 
at 25.9 head of hogs per 100 acres. By Jan. 1, 1935, it 
had declined to 16.9, due to the influences of the drouth and 
the AAA.
Sheep were never of great importance in this area. From 
1933 to 1935 there was a relatively large increase from 1.6 
to 3.4 sheep per 100 acres, probably because of increased 
lamb feeding.
Hogs are the most important of the three types of live­
stock in this area (though this is not ascertained directly 
from these figures). The number of hogs has not changed 
greatly since 1925. Cattle come next in importance and of
TABLE 3. LIVESTOCK—NUMBER HEAD PER 100 ACRES FARM LAND. 
(Eight North Central Iowa Counties.)
Year Milk cows Other cattle All cattle Hogs Sheep
1860 (a) ______ 2.0 4.2 6.2 9.7 3.6
1870 (a) ____________ 2.1 3.7 5.8 4.7 3.7
1880 (a) ____________ 4.6 9.1 13.6 23.4 .7
1890 (a) _______ ' 5.4 11.8 17.2 26.5 .7
1900 (a) .... ......._ ....... 4.2 10.2 14.5 23.7 1.4
1910 (b) ____________ 3.7 6.9 10.6 14.8 1.2
1920 ( c ) ____________ 4.0 6.5 10.5 20.8 1.3
1925 (c) ____________ 2.9 7.2 10.1 24.3 .9
1926 (d) ____ _____ __ 2.9 7.5 10.4 24.9 1.2
1927 (d) ...................... 2.9 6.6 9.6 25.7 1.2
1928 (d) ................ 2.9 5.7 8.6 25.1 1.1
1929 (d) ............ 2.9 5.7 8.9 22.8 1.2
1930 (dl ........... 3.0 6.5 9.5 22.7 1.3
1931 (di __ ______ 3.0 6.8 9.7 23.0 1.3
1932 (d) ....:................. 3.1 6.9 10.0 24.9 1.4
1933 (d) ...................... 3.4 7.5 10.9 25.2 1.6
1934 (d) ............ .... 4.1 8.7 12.8 25.9 2.1
1935 (d) . ............... . 4.0 8.5 12.5 16.9 3.4
(a) U. S. Census, as of June 1.
(b) U. S. Census, as o f April 16.
(c) U. S. Census, as o f Jan. 1.
(d) From U. S. Bureau o f Agricultural Economics,
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late years seem to have been increasing1 both absolutely and 
in relative importance. This may be partly due to the in­
creased use of high yielding forage crops, such as alfalfa 
and sweet clover.
FARM TENURE AFFECTS TYPE OF FARM
There is a close relationship between the type of tenure 
and the type of farm. Where a large part of the grain 
raised is turned over to the landlord as rent, the tenant 
farmer is rather effectively prevented from adopting types 
of farming which involve much livestock feeding.
In the Iowa Cash Grain Area this is an extremely impor­
tant factor in determining the most prevalent types of farm­
ing. The 1930 census shows that in the eight counties to 
which this study is applicable, 44 percent of the farms were 
operated by owners or part owners, while 55 percent were 
operated by tenants and 1 percent by hired managers. Most 
of the tenants are crop share tenants.
TENURE RELATED TO PERCENTAGE OF LAND iN CORN
Much has been said lately about the desirability of reduc­
ing the proportion of land in corn in order to conserve soil, 
productivity. Table 4 shows that there is a close relation­
ship between this proportion and the tenure, and between 
the proportion in com and the type of farming followed. 
It was found that the owner farms had an average of 41
TABLE 4. PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL LAND IN CORN.
(Tenure o f farms and number o f farms by types classified with regard to per- 
centage o f land m corn.)
Number o f farms
I
Number farms of given type
Total Owners Renter Beef Hog General Crop
Lowest percentage com _____ 11 7 4 3 3 3 2
Second lowest in com______ 11 6 6 0 3 5 3
Second highest in corn______ 11 3 8 0 2 5 4
Highest percentage com ____ 10 2 8 1 2 2 5
10
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Fig. 2. A  conveniently arranged and well kept layout of farm buildings.
percent of their land in com as compared to 44 percent for 
crop-share renters on similar land.
In the Webster County study there were 43 farms of 
between 120 and 280 acres which could be classified rather 
definitely as to type. These were divided into four groups, 
depending on the proportion of land in com. At the one 
extreme there were 11 farms with 30 to 37 percent in corn. 
Of these, seven were found to be owner and four renter 
farms. At the other extreme there were 10 farms with 46 
to 53 percent of land in com. Eight of these were renter 
and only two were owner farms.
The 11 farms with lowest percentage of land in com in­
cluded only two cash grain farms. Five of the 10 farms with 
the greatest amount of corn were cash grain farms.
375
PRODUCTION OF CROPS
PERCENTAGE OF LAND IN CORN AS RELATED TO 
PERCENTAGE IN OTHER CROPS
Table 5 shows how the percentages of land in other crops 
vary with different percentages in corn. The most pro­
nounced variation is in the amount of land in permanent 
pasture. An examination of the records showed that most,
11
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though not all, of the permanent pasture is due to the pres­
ence of streams, drainage ditches, etc., which cut through 
the farms.
TABLE 5. PERCENTAGE OF LAND IN PRINCIPAL CROPS, CLASSIFIED WITH 














Lowest percentage corn________ 11 35 15 33 8 3
Second lowest in corn.. ........ ..... 11 39 8 35 5 6
Second highest in corn........... ... 11 43 4 35 6 7
Highest percentage corn___ ____ 10 49 3 32 7 5
On the land which is in rotation most of the variation in 
percentage of com is offset by an inverse variation in small 
grain. The farms with lowest percentage of land in com 
have about 1 acre in small grain for each acre in com, 
while those with the most com have only two-thirds of an 
acre.
Table 6 shows that, except for the beef farms (which 
have considerable permanent pasture), there is but little 
difference in utilization of land as between different types 
of farms as long as the farms are of similar size. The land
TABLE 6. UTILIZATION OF LAND. 
(Average percentage by types of farms.)
Type o f farm Beef Hog Cropfarms
General
farms Small Large
Range in sizes of
farms, acres ........... .....













Average acres operated__ 198.7 156.3 190.4 177.9 87.3 • 340.0
Percent of land in s 
Corn .......  ...... .......... . .... 38 43 43 41 37 43
Small grain _____ ______ 31 32 35 34 30 23
Alfalfa _. ......... .......  ........ 4 3 2 3 3 4
Other hay .. .................. ... 4 5 , 2 3 5 7
Other crop s... ..... ... ..... ..... 1 1 1 1 1 1
Pasture _... ............. ............. 17 11 12 13 17 17
Bldgs., roads & waste.__ 5 5 5 5 7 5
100 „ 100 100 100 100 100
12
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in this area is relatively level and uniform from farm to 
farm, with the exception mentioned. Most of the variation 
in type of farming comes, not from differences in cropping 
systems but from differences in disposition of crops after 
they are raised. This will be shown later in the livestock 
system discussions.4
SEQUENCES OF CROPS—ROTATIONS
About 6 percent of the land in farms in this area is oc­
cupied by roads, waste, buildings and farmstead lots. About 
6 percent is in permanent pasture, not plowable.. When this 
12 percent is deducted from the total farm area, nearly 50 
percent of the land in rotation is in com, or was prior to the 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration. Table 7 shows 
the most common sequences of crops found on the farms 
studied. The corn-oats alternation occupied 46 percent of 
the land in crops. On most of the farms there was no well 
defined rotation, but the com-oats sequence was the nearest 
thing found to a definite system. In addition to this se-
4Classification o f farms: Classification o f the farms into definite type groups 
presented some difficult problems. There is no easy and natural way o f differen­
tiating between types, except for the commercial beef feeding farms. Even here if 
only a small number of cattle is bought and fed out, a question may be raised 
whether the cattle constitute the central enterprise o f the farm or whether, for 
instance, hogs which bring in as large a net return may be more important.
The easiest way of classification is on the basis o f percentage of total cash income 
from each product. This is, however, a shifting base. Hog prices may be high 
this year and grain prices low. Next year the relative prices may be reversed. Also, 
a farmer may sell a different proportion of his crop as grain or as hogs in different 
years. Thus the classification of a farm may shift back and forth between two types.
Two bases of classification were tried with the Webster County farm s; first, on 
the basis of percentage o f cash income received from each source; and second, on 
the basis o f percentage o f grains disposed of through each livestock enterprise or 
by sale. Each farm was classified by each method for each year that records were 
obtained from it. Where the classification did not agree by the two methods, or 
where it shifted^ from year to year a further examination of the records was made 
along with consideration of the farmer’s apparent interest.
The classification by receipts was as follows:
Crop farms: Those which received 50 percent or more o f their income from crops 
sold off the farm (including crops turned over to the landlord for rent).
Hog farms: Those which received 40 percent or more from sale o f hogs.
Beef farms: Those which received 25 percent or more from increase in cattle 
(i. e. sales o f cattle or closing inventory value o f cattle minus purchases of cattle 
or opening inventory).
General farms: Those on which no single source of income amounted to the 
above percentage.
The classification by disposition of grain (pounds) was:
Crop farms: Those farms which sold 50 percent or more of their grain off the 
farm, including landlord’s share.
Hog fanms: Those feeding 40 percent or more to hogs.
Beef farms: Those feeding 40 percent or more to fattening cattle.
General farms: Those on which no single method of disposition stood out clearly.
These limits were necessarily arbitrary ones. Somewhat different limits might 
have been chosen in another area.
13
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TABLE 7. COMMON SEQUENCES OF CROPS ON WEBSTER COUNTY FARMS 
DURING 4 YEARS OF RECORDS.
Crop sequence Total acres Percent Numberfields
Average acres 
per field
Com-oats-corn-oats ......... 1,293 46 44 29.4
Com-corn-oats-eorn ................... 458 16 19 24.1
Corn-com-eorn-oats__________ .. 231 8 14 16.5
Corn-eom-oats-legume... .... ...... 130 5 9 14.5
Oats-clover-com-oats* _________ 109 4 5 21.9
Pasture-past.-corn-oats ......... 81 3 7 11.6
Alfalfa 2 or more years......... . 68 2 12 5.6
Other sequences ........................ 465 16 34 13.7
Total.................. 2,835 100
♦Probably includes some com-oals-clover rotations.
quenee, five others are shown in table 7. A sequence of com- 
corn-oats-corn was found on 16 percent of the land in crops. 
A sequence of corn-corn-oats-legumes (generally red clover) 
occurred on 8 percent of the land. Com was grown for 3 
years consecutively and then followed by small grains on 5 
percent, and a sequence corresponding to a 3-year rotation 
with corn-oats-clover was found on 4 percent of the land.
It is interesting to notice that the corn-oats sequence 
usually occurred in the larger fields while the more involved 
sequences or rotations were on smaller fields.
One small field was in corn throughout the 4-year period. 
Sixteen percent of the land was in corn 3 years out of the 4. 
Sixty-eight percent was in corn for 2 years, 14 percent for 
only 1 year and 2 percent was not in com at any time during 
the period. There seemed to be a tendency for the yields 
of com to run higher on fields that were in corn 2 years out 
of the 4, as compared to those in corn 3 out of 4.
ALFALFA
A great deal has been said about the possibility of increas­
ing farm production in this area by raising more alfalfa and 
sweet clover. How does alfalfa affect the farm organization 
where it is raised ?
14
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Table 8 shows how the percentage of land in the principal 
crops varies with percentage in alfalfa. Farms in the study 
were divided into three groups. Those with no alfalfa, those 
with 1 to 3 percent and those with 4 percent or more. The 
table shows that the percentage of land in hay other than 
alfalfa declines as more alfalfa is planted. The farms with 
no alfalfa had 5 percent of other hay.
TABLE 8. PERCENTAGE OF LAND IN VARIOUS CROPS AND LIVESTOCK 












Number of farms- ............ .......  .................... 11 18 13
Percent total land ins
Alfalfa hay ....... .......... ...... ........................... 0 2 6
Other hay ............ ........ ........... ........... 5 4 2
Alfalfa or sweet clover pasture.................. 2 3 2
Other pasture .................. ........... ........ —....... 11 8 12
Com .................................. _ ..... .............. 42 42 40
Small grains .......-....................... ....... ........... 34 34 33
Hay raised per 100 acres of all land, tons..... 7.1 9.0 17.6
Cattle kept per 100 acres, animal units______ 6.3 9.3 11.2
Hogs produced per 100 acres, pounds............... 5,800 8,100 15,000
Net corn sales, bu. per 100 acres...................... 873 777 108
(including rent)
We might expect sweet clover or alfalfa pasture to be 
found on the same farms as alfalfa hay. But table 8 shows 
no tendency in this direction. Such a trend may be obscured 
by the mixture of owner and renter farms in each group. 
Alfalfa is more of an owner’s crop, while sweet clover seems 
as likely to be grown by renters as by owners. Out of 17 
owners, 14 raised alfalfa. Out of 19 crop-share renters, 
only 11 raised alfalfa. Practically half of each tenure group 
had sweet clover pasture.
Alfalfa is a perennial crop and considerable trouble and 
expense may be involved in getting a stand. There is no 
arrangement in the prevailing leases by which a tenant is 
assured of remuneration for seeding such a crop if he should 
move to another farm. Consequently, few tenants are likely 
to seed alfalfa unless they are related to the landlord or are 
otherwise fairly sure of staying on the farm for 2 or 3 years
15
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at least. The development of a system of remunerating 
tenants for unexhausted improvements of this type would 
probably result in a considerable increase in alfalfa in this 
section.
The most striking figures in table 8 are those relating to 
the amount of hay produced and the number of cattle kept 
per 100 acres of land. Where there was no alfalfa, an aver­
age of 7.1 tons of hay was raised and 6.3 animal units of 
cattle (equal to one cow or steer per unit) were kept for 
each 100 acres in the farms. With 2 percent of the land in 
alfalfa the hay production increased to 9 tons and the num­
ber of cattle to 9.3 units. Where the alfalfa amounted to 
6 percent of the land, an average of 17.6 tons of hay was 
raised and 11.2 units of cattle were kept per 100 acres.
A small amount of the alfalfa hay was consumed by hogs 
but most of it was fed to cattle. Consequently, this table 
suggests the direction of the change in farm production 
likely to occur in this area as alfalfa acreage increases. It 
is not possible at this stage to tell just how far the increase 
in alfalfa is likely to go. Certainly there is a great deal of 
room for further expansion, particularly if the renting prac­
tices can be adjusted to permit the tenants to take advan­
tage of this crop.
Neither is it possible to tell in advance what proportion 
of the potential increase in roughage is likely to be used for 
dairy production and what proportion for beef. This will 
depend on relative prices, which depend partly on demands 
and partly on the relative advantages of beef and dairy 
production in Iowa and other parts of the country.
Table 8 suggests that an increase in alfalfa hay might be 
accompanied by a reduction in the sale of corn rather than 
a reduction in hogs. The farms with no alfalfa produced 
an average of 5,800 pounds of hogs and sold or turned over 
to landlords a net average of 873 bushels of corn. Those 
with most alfalfa produced an average of 15,000 pounds of 
hogs and their net sales plus rent payments of corn amounted 
to only 108 bushels. Most of the farms with higher per­
centages of alfalfa, however, were owner farms, while more
16
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of the farms with no alfalfa were rented. When alfalfa is 
introduced on a farm, the most profitable opportunity seems 
to be to utilize a couple of acres of it for hog pasture. This 
not only provides cheap hog feed but also improves hog 
sanitation, which tends to increase hog production. Any 
further increase in alfalfa acreage is more likely to be for 
hay.
Influences, other than variations in alfalfa production, 
were also at work on these farms. It seems doubtful that 
beef and hog production would both increase as a result of 
increased alfalfa acreage. It seems more likely that hog 
production would remain relatively constant while beef pro­
duction increased. The increased alfalfa acreage takes land 
away from com and other crops. The cattle raised on the 
alfalfa require com for fattening. Both of these effects 
limit hog production, and to an even greater extent, they 
limit the sale of com as grain.
SWEET CLOVER AND ALFALFA PASTURE
Table 9 shows how the acreages of other crops varied 
with the amount of sweet clover and alfalfa pasture. From 
farm to farm, as the percentage of land in legume pasture 
increased, that in other pasture declined to an even greater 
extent. An acre of sweet clover or alfalfa, therefore, re­
places considerably more than an acre of other pasture. 
Legume pasture seemed to be used, however, most on farms 
that were all or nearly all tillable. There was no consistent 
variation in the amount of alfalfa hay or other crops raised 
with increase in legume pastures. The proportion of land in 
corn was somewhat larger and that in small grains some­
what smaller where there was much legume pasture. The 
number of farms in this study, however, is too small to be 
conclusive.
On the farms which had no legume pastures and an aver­
age of 13 percent of their land in other pasture, 9 animal 
units of cattle were kept per 100 acres. On the group which 
had most legume pasture (an average of 6 percent) and 4
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TABLE 9. VARIATION IN PERCENTAGE OF LAND IN VARIOUS CROPS WITH 









Number o f  farms ......................................... 19 9 14
Percent total land in:
•
Sweet clover and alfalfa pasture....... ....... 0 2 6
Other pasture ........ ................ ................. -.... 13 11 4
Alfalfa hay ............................................... ..... 3 2 3
Other hay ...................... ..... _______________ 3 0 3
Corn ...................... ........................................... 41 40 43
Small grains ............. ............ .... 35 33 33
Cattle kept per 100 acres, animal units......... 9.0 7.2 10.5
percent of other pasture, 10.5 animal units of cattle were 
kept per 100 acres.
Alfalfa and sweet clover seem to offer worthwhile oppor­
tunities for increasing- the output of beef or dairy products 
as well as hog production. It will probably take several 
more years, however, to fit these crops into the farm or­
ganization to best advantage and to adjust farm leasing 
practices to the requirements of the alfalfa crop. Where 
these crops are substituted for bluegrass pasture or red 
clover or mixed hay, it is possible to increase beef or dairy 
production without a corresponding decrease in hog produc­
tion. If alfalfa or sweet clover should replace part of the 
acreage of com, however, some decline in hog production 
as well as in the amount of com shipped out as grain might 
be expected.
DISPOSITION OF CROPS
It was mentioned, in discussing table 6, that there is 
relatively little difference in the percentage of land used for 
various crops as between different types of farms of ap­
proximately the same size (except for beef producing farms 
which tend to occur on rougher land). An examination of 
tables 10 and 11 will show that this is certainly not true 
of the disposition of the crops after they are raised. The 
widest differences are between the crop farms at the one 
extreme and the beef farms at the other.
P p P
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DISPOSITION OF CROPS RELATED TO FERTILITY 
OF LAND
How are the livestock systems of the different types of 
farms related to maintenance of yields? It is often said 
that cattle feeding farms show a tendency to increase in 
fertility, while crop farms tend to lose their fertility. Table 
10 shows why this tends to be true.
The crop farms included in this study either sold off the 
farm, or delivered to the landlord for rent, a net amount 
of 11-12 bushels of corn per acre of all land5 and as many 
of oats. This represents the amount of corn hauled off the 
farm minus any grain bought.
At the other extreme, the beef feeding farms purchased 
and fed an average of 8.9 bushels more com per acre of 
total land than they sold. However, they shipped out a 
net amount of 1.8 bushels of oats and 1 bushel of barley. 
The heavier purchases of corn could hardly help building 
up the soil on these farms if followed year after year, and
TABLE 10. AMOUNT OF GRAIN SHIPPED OFF FARMS—VARIATION WITH
TYPE OF FARM.
Type o f farm Average size (acres)
Number
farms
Crop shipped off farm, 
net per acre
Corn (bu.) Oats (bu.)
Beef .................. .... ■„_______ 198.7 4 8.9* 1.8 (a)
Hog ........ ... ............ .................. 156.3 11 3.9 6.0
General (120-199 acres)_____ 153.6 10 5.3 7.5
General (200-279 acres)......... 238.8 4 • 6.9 7.3
Crop (120-199 acres)............... 147.8 8 10.8 11.8
Crop (200-279 acres).............. 237.7 7 12.5 11.5
Small farms ............................ 87.3 6 5.3 5.7
Large farms ............................ 340.0 5 6.6 4.5 (b)
* Net in shipment for beef farms.
(a) Beef farms also sold.average of 1 bushel o f barley.
(b) Large farms also sold average of .8 bushel o f barley.
“The figures are expressed as bushels per acre o f all land in order to facilitate 
comparison between different sized farms.
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if the manure from feeding the crops was returned to the 
land.
On the hog farms, shipments averaged 3.9 bushels of 
com and 6 bushels of oats per acre. On other types repre­
sented, shipments averaged 5-7 bushels of com and 4.5-7.5 
bushels of oats per acre.
DISPOSITION OF CORN CROP
On all the types of farms from 3 to 5 percent of the corn 
crop was fed to horses and from 4 to 10 percent to the gen­
eral purpose herd of cattle, as shown in table 11. Poultry 
received varying amounts, from 1 percent of the crop on 
the group of large farms to 11 percent on the small farms 
where the poultry enterprise tended to assume major im­
portance.
Hogs received the largest part of the crop that was fed 
on the farm. On hog farms and diversified farms, of all 
sizes, hogs tended to receive about half the corn raised. 
Only 20 to 30 percent of the crop was fed to hogs on crop 
farms. On farms which fed cattle, hogs were fed the equiva­
lent of about two-thirds of the crop raised, while the fatten­
ing cattle received about the same amount. This neces­
sitated large purchases.
The total com fed on the farms amounted to around two- 
thirds of the crop raised on diversified farms and hog farms. 
It equalled nearly 150 percent of the corn raised on the beef 
feeding farms and only about one-third on the specialized 
crop farms.
DISPOSITION OF OATS
A larger fraction of the oats crop was sold and less was 
fed on the farm than in the case of corn. Roughly 40 to 50 
percent of the crop was fed on the small farms, the hog 
farms and the diversified or general farms. Only about 20 
percent of the oats was fed on the crop farms and on the 
group of large farms. At the other extreme, the beef feed­
ing farms fed 85 percent of the oats they raised. Of the
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TABLE 11. DISPOSITION OF PRINCIPAL FEED CROPS, 3-YEAR AVERAGE 




















Com: Bushels raised..... 1,365 2,808 2,699 2,701 4,175 4,047 3,588 6,403
Percent o f crop fed to :
Horses* ....... ................... 4 4 5 4 4 3 3 4
8 4 1 1 15 67 7
Other cattle ................ 7 8 10 5 4 9 9 6
Hogs .............. ....... _...... 51 52 38 28 20 40 67 47
Poultry .......................... 11 4 6 4 3 3 2 1
Total percent fed......... 73 71 63 42 32 70 148 65
Percent sold (net)__..... 33 7 11 39 30 29 50§ 17
Percent for rent........... 14 19 29 42 11 18
Oats: Bushels raised____ 1,171 2,520 2,344 2,456 4,005 3,539 2,302t 2,033$
Percent of crop fed to:
HorseR ..................... . 9 8 7 4 3 7 11 10
2 1 6 31 2
Other cattle ................. 10 9 10 4 3 8 10 3
Hogs .............................. 14 20 11 7 9 14 28 5
Poultry .......................... 16 6 9 5 2 5 3 3
Total percent fed......... 49 45 39 20 17 41 85 23
Percent sold (net)....... 43 25 29 47 30 40 16 54
Percent to rent............. 12 19 24 37 9 ... 22
Hay: Tons raised______ 11.2 22.8 20.4 12.2 18.8 23.9 27.9 36.6
Percent of crop fed to:
Horses ............................ 23 29 21 39 28 21 18 29
Fattening cattle ........... 6 7 1 5 21 82 13
Other cattle ..... ............. 78 TC 69 93 60 52 26 42
Hogs ............................. 1 8 3 5 2
Hay bought as percent of
crop raised (net)......... 7 14 1 i 5 23 10
* These percentages do not add to 100. In the first place, the amount carried forward 
to the next year differed from 1 year to the next. In the second place, purchased 
corn, oats or hay was often fed in addition to that raised.
t Also raised an average of 256 bu. of barley and 610 bu. o f grain mixture. These 
figures refer to the oats only.
$ Also raised an average of 822 bu. o f barley and 496 bu. of grain mixture.
§ Net percent purchased.
hay crop raised on these farms, 20 to 30 percent usually 
went to horses and the rest to cattle.
Table 11 shows that there is a wide variation in the pro­
portion of crops retained on the farm for feeding. There 
is a tendency to divide up that part of the com that is fed 
in a fairly definite proportion among the different classes of 
income yielding livestock (i. e. omitting horses). On most 
farms hogs received from 60 to 80 percent of the com that
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• Fig. 3. During the years of the study corn was most commonly picked by hand 
but mechanical pickers were coming into use.
was fed. On approximately four farms out of five, cattle 
(other than fattening” cattle) received from 1 to 20 percent 
of the com, and about the same proportion went to poultry. 
There were only a few commercial cattle feeding farms in 
the group.
The disposition of the small grain varied more widely than 
that of com. Hogs usually received from 20 to 40 percent 
of the small grain that was fed, while poultry and the farm 
herd of cattle were fed amounts varying from 1 to 40 per­
cent.
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IMPROVEMENT POSSIBLE UNDER EXISTING 
TENURE AND FARM ORGANIZATION
Considerable improvement in yields is possible even under 
the disadvantage of crop-share tenancy and a high percent­
age of land in corn. This may be illustrated by comparing 
two adjacent farms, which were included in the study. These 
are both crop-share farms and each of them has about 50 
percent of its crop acreage in com.
Farmer A has been planting sweet clover in his oats and 
plowing it under for soil improvement. He has been keeping 
more cattle than B and has been buying back part of the 
landlord’s share of com for feeding.
Farmer B has been giving very little attention to soil im­
provement and has been turning over to the landlord one- 
half of the crop of corn and oats to be sold off the farm.
During the past several years yields have been improving 
on farm A and have been going down on farm B. In 1929 
the com yield on farm A was 58 bushels per acre, while it 
was 89 bushels on farm B. Production of com on 67 acres' 
on farm A was practically identical with that on 100 acres
TABLE 12. COMPARISON OF TWO ADJACENT CROP-SHARE FARMS, 1929.
Farm A Farm B
Acres, total _________________ ________ 162 250
Acres in corn .... ................. ........ ............. 67 100.
Acres in o a ts .... .......... -............. -......-...... 58 99
Acres in pasture ___________ _______ ....... 20 25
Yields per acre, corn, bu....................... 58 39
Oats, bu............—..... 61 42
Total production corn, bu...................... - 3,886 3,900
Oats, bu......—---------- - 3,538 4,158
Livestock production :
Hogs produced, lbs................. ............... 14,510 5,910
Beef produced, lbs____ _____________ 9,550 3,775
Butterfat produced, lbs.____ __ ,.......... 387 601
Gross income ............................................. $5,923 $6,440
Net income ................................................. $3,999 $2,850
Management return* ................................ $1,652
1 _
$ 432
* Management return is the excess earned over the current rates o f earnings on the 
farmer’s labor, interest on his investment, and rent on his land.
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on farm B. Oats yielded 61 bushels on farm A and 42 
bushels on farm B. Production of hogs and of beef was 
over twice as great on farm A as on B.
The gross income on farm B was $500 greater than on 
farm A. This includes the value of crops sold off the farm 
by the landlord. The net income, however, was $1,100 
greater on farm A and management return was $1,200 
greater. Of course, other influences were at work on these 
two farms besides the difference in the cropping systems. 
For the most part, however, the greater returns on farm A 
came from several years’ attention to soil maintenance plus 
good management practices.
THE HOG ENTERPRISE
The hog enterprise used the largest amount of feed and 
was the largest single source of income on the farms studied. 
However, there was a large variation from farm to farm. 
On 26 out of 55 farms, the hogs consumed from 61 to 80 
percent of the com that was fed. On 23 of the farms, hogs 
consumed from 41 to 60 percent of the oats fed. Hogs 
brought in more cash than any other single enterprise. 
They were exceeded, however, by cattle sales on the beef 
farms, by corn on the crop farms and slightly exceeded by 
poultry and eggs on the small farms of under 120 acres.
What determines the size of the hog enterprise on various 
types of farms? On the farms which are rented on crop- 
share the limit in number of hogs is usually set by the 
tenant’s supply of corn over and above that needed for 
horses and for cattle kept to use up incidental roughage or 
pasturage. There is usually some priority of claim for grain 
for a flock of poultry for the'household. Hogs usually have 
the first claim to any corn above these requirements.
Hogs are able to convert com into pork which is usually 
more valuable than the grain used to produce it. They need 
little, if any, roughage to go along with the com. Conse­
quently they fit well into a cropping system which is in­
tended to raise as much grain and as little roughage as 
possible. They provide a means of utilizing some labor
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during the slack seasons without having very heavy re­
quirements for attention during the crop growing season 
(except for farrowing time). They require relatively little 
equipment and this may be of a type that can be moved by 
the tenant.
On the farms which are operated by their owners, the 
hog enterprise fills the same functions as on the rented 
farms. But here the limit to its size is. set by different in­
fluences. One of the most important of these seems to be 
the labor requirements of the hogs, particularly at farrowing 
time. Most of these farms are operated by one man, with 
some extra help during the busy seasons. There is little 
disposition to turn the care of the farrowing sows over to 
a hired man. Consequently, the number bred is limited to 
those which the farmer feels he can take care of by himself. 
This number, of course, varies considerably with the avail­
able hog equipment and with the ability of the farmer.
The labor requirement of hogs during the crop growing 
season, availability of funds to put up a hog house, or to get 
other hog equipment, etc., also influence the number of hogs 
raised. Corn, above the needs of the hogs, tends to be sold 
as grain in this area or else is fed to steers on a few farms. 
A carload of steers fed in the winter is able to consume a 
relatively large amount of corn without increasing the labor 
requirements appreciably during the crop growing season.
FEED USED BY THE HOG ENTERPRISE
Table 13 shows the amounts of feed consumed and the 
production of hogs when the enterprises studied are classi­
fied by size. A few farms buying a large number of feeder 
pigs are left out of this tabulation. Of the 96 records shown 
here, 31 had hog enterprises of 1 to 6 spring litters. Thirty- 
eight enterprises consisted of 7 to 12 spring litters, and 22 
of 13 to 18 spring litters. The classification was made on 
the basis of number of spring litters, since these reflected 
the maximum demand that would be made by hogs on the 
farmer’s time at any period of the year.
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TABLE 13. THE HOG ENTERPRISE—HOG PRODUCTION AND FEED 
CONSUMPTION.
(Webster County records, 1928-1930)
Number litters of spring pigs
1-6 7-12 13-18 19-24
1
Number records — --------- ----------------- 31 38 22 5
Acres corn raised...................................— 62 72 90 103
Cattle, number animal units—........... — 11 15 24 28
Number litters spring pigs, average— 4.9 9.3 15.2 21.80.0Number litters fall pigs, average.-------- 1.0 2.0 4.3
Total pounds hogs produced per farm... 8,568 16,717 25,898 30,492
Total hog income per farm.................... $ 730 $1,448 $2,230 $2,710
Grain to entire enterprise: 1,269 1,942 2,387698
Oats, b u sh els ......... ...........................~ 211 292 552 620
Pounds fed per 100 pounds gain:
Tankage .................. ..............................
O ilm ea l................. .......................... .....
Other commercial feeds--------------------
Skimmilk, dry basis.---------------------------

























79(2.5 bu) 55(1.7 bu) 70(2.2 bu) 65(2.0 bu)
Other homegrown feeds.......—.......— 5 12 25 29
Total concentrates ....... ......... ........... .......









The larger hog enterprises tend to be found on farms with 
relatively large acreages of corn. The hog production in­
creased somewhat faster than the com acreage from group 
to group in this study. Where the hog enterprise was from 
one to six spring litters, hogs used an average of 698 bushels 
of corn, as compared to 1,269 bushels where there were 7 
to 12 spring litters and 1,942 bushels where there were from 
13 to 18 spring litters.
The total amount of concentrates consumed per 100 
pounds of gain on the entire hog enterprise averaged 555 
pounds in the smallest enterprises, 509 in those of 7 to 12 
spring litters, and 535 in those of 13 to 18 spring litters. 
The greatest efficiency in use of feed and consequently the 
highest returns per $100 of feed consumed was found in the 
enterprise of 7 to 12 spring litters, as shown at the bottom 
of table 13.
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Com was the most important of the feeds. In the enter­
prises of 7 to 12 spring litters, 422 pounds, or 7.5 bushels of 
corn were fed per 100 pounds of gain. Oats came next in 
importance and amounted to 55 pounds, or 1.7 bushels. 
Supplementary feeds comprised 6 pounds of tankage, 2 
pounds of oilmeal and 5 gallons (4 pounds on a dry basis) 
of skimmilk. These supplementary feeds amounted to con­
siderably less than the ratio of 1 pound of tankage equivalent 
sometimes recommended for each 10 pounds of corn.
Why were the smallest enterprises as well as the largest 
ones lower in feeding efficiency than those of 7 to 12 spring 
litters? It is possible that the smallest enterprises were 
regarded as relatively unimportant in the farm business and 
received too little attention to attain the highest efficiency. 
This, however, does not necessarily mean that more labor 
spent on these small numbers of hogs would have paid bet­
ter. This involves a problem in balancing feed efficiency 
against labor and other costs. At the other extreme, it is
Fig. 4. A typical hog lot.
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possible that the farmer was not able to spend enough time 
per litter in looking after the large enterprises to get the 
highest feed efficiency with each litter. But this is largely 
speculative, although a similar relationship has shown up 
in other* studies between size of enterprise and feeding effi­
ciency and returns.
ONE LITTER AS COMPARED TO TWO LITTERS PER YEAR
There is considerable controversy as to whether it is most 
profitable to raise one or two litters per year. Table 14 
shows that on these farms there was but little difference in 
returns from the two systems. The hog enterprises were 
divided into three groups, those in which only spring litters 
were raised, those with fall litters equal to not more than 
half the number of spring litters, and those with fall litters 
amounting to more than half the number of spring litters.
TABLE 14. SPRING AND FALL PIGS.











Number records ....  ....................... 57 19 20
Number spring litters.™.. .......... ............... io.o 9.8 9.8Number fall litters..................
Total pounds hogs produced per farm........ 15,648 17,043 20,366
Average weight of all hogs sold............... 272 271 254
Grain to entire enterprise:
Corn, bushels ......... .................................. 1,195 1,312 1,574Oats, bushels ___ »..... ................................ 321 371 378
Pounds fed per 100 pounds gain:,
Tankage ............................ 5 6 8
Oilmeal ...................... ... .......................... . 2 3 4
Other commercial feed........... ............ ... 4 3 8
Skimmilk (dry basis) .......... ................... 5 6 2Mineral feeds .......................... ....... 1 1 1Com ............................ , 426 434 425
Oats .............................................. ............. 67 70 58
Other homegrown feeds........................ 13 14 29
Total concentrates ... ....... ,..... ................. 524 536 536
Return per $100 o f feed and pasture
to hogs ........  ......... .................................. $124 $119 $116
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In each of these groups the average number of spring 
litters was almost exactly the same, 9.8 to 10 litters. The 
weight of hogs raised totaled 15,648 pounds in the spring 
litter group, 17,043 in the group with a few fall litters and 
20,366 in the group with most fall litters.
Feed consumption per 100 pounds of gain was slightly 
smaller in the strictly spring litter group. This is probably 
because of the greater use of pasturage by spring than fall 
pigs. The difference in this case was small but is in the 
same direction as in other studies. Spring pigs require less 
labor than fall pigs, which must be looked after more care­
fully during the winter and must be finished for market 
during the spring or early summer in competition with 
crops.
The two-litter system has certain definite advantages. 
Raising two litters per year permits using the breeding 
herd to a much better advantage. Since sow feed and other 
costs of the breeding herd amount to a quarter or a third 
of the total costs of the herd the two-litter system offers 
a worth-while economy and tends to offset the higher feed 
requirement in fattening the fall pigs.
The choice of system depends chiefly on the available 
equipment and the labor requirements of other enterprises. 
If a farmer has a heavy program of crop production when 
the fall pigs would be farrowed and again when they wquld 
be fattened for market in the spring or early summer, he 
is unlikely to choose the two-litter system. Where these 
disadvantages do not prevail, it has distinct advantages.
THE CATTLE ENTERPRISE
Five fairly distinct types of cattle enterprise were found 
on the Webster County farms studied. Comparable data 
on four of these are shown in table 15. There were six 
records from separate farms where practically no cattle 
were kept except two or three cows to provide milk for the 
family. These were all relatively small farms with a high 
percentage of tillable land. On them the farmers had chosen 
to specialize in other enterprises. Each one had a relatively 
small acreage of land available and it was more productive
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when used for grain crops than for pasture or hay. Con­
sequently, the number of cattle was kept to a minimum.
A second type of enterprise consisted of small dairy herds, 
averaging 6 milk cows and a total of 9.9 animal units of 
cattle. (An animal unit is the equivalent of one mature 
cow or steer.) These dairy herds produced an average of 
about 2,500 pounds of beef and 1,250 pounds of butterfat, 
bringing in an average of $765 per farm.
A somewhat larger number of farms kept small herds 
of stock cows primarily for beef production. These herds 
averaged 3.4 milk cows, 5.3 other cows, and a total of 16.5 
animal units. The farms with these herds averaged 208 
acres, of which 26.5 acres were in pasture. Production 
amounted to 6,250 pounds of beef and 427 pounds of butter- 
fat per farm, bringing in a total income of $683 per farm.
A fourth group of farmers milked the majority of the 
cows kept and at the same time produced beef from them, 
usually in the form of baby beef. These dual-purpose herds
TABLE 15. THE CATTLE ENTERPRISE—VARIATION IN TYPE OF 
ENTERPRISE. '  *












Number of records...................................... 6 25 30 37Milk cows, number________________ __ 2.6 6.0 5.7 3.4
Beef cows, number.................. ........... ..... .2 1.1 2.7 5.3
Total animal units cattle........................ 4.1. 9.9 14.2 16.5
Production:
Beef, total pounds....... .............. ....... 1,097 2,482 5,293 6,250
Butterfat, total pounds..............._....... 687 1,259 1,259 427
Beef per cow, pounds (all cows)....... 387 353 634 711
Butterfat per milk cow, pounds......... 263 211 221 124
Cattle income (1928-1929):
Beef income, total..... .......................... $ 74 $208 $307 $497
Dairy income, total... .......................... 246 557 503 186
Total cattle income....... ........................ 320 765 810 • 683
Income per animal unit, cattle....... ... 86 72 52
167 152 134
Size of farm and land use:
Acres in farm....................................... 100.0 131.8 192.7 208.3
Acres corn -............ ...... ......................... 40.0 54.9 80.4 86.4
Acres pasture ....................................... 10.6 19.3 31.4 26.5
Total acres per animal unit, cattle.... 24.4 13.3 15.4 12.6
Acres pasture per animal unit, cattle 2.6 2.0 2.2 1.6
Cattle income per acre of land......... $3.20 $5.81 $4.20 $3.28
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averaged 5.7 milk cows, 2.7 other cows and a total of 14.2 
animal units of cattle. Their total production amounted to 
5,293 pounds of beef and 1,259 pounds of butterfat. Cattle 
income was $810 per farm.
RETURNS FROM CATTLE
Table 15 shows that both total income and the returns 
per $100 of feed were higher in the dairy herds than in the 
dual-purpose herds, and higher in dual-purpose than in beef 
herds. However, these figures on gross income from the 
different types of enterprise do not give an accurate com­
parison of their relative advantages. The dairy cows require 
more labor and more equipment than the beef cattle. When 
these are taken into account the advantage of dairy cows 
or of dual-purpose cattle over beef cattle under these con­
ditions becomes doubtful. Unfortunately, the records do 
not permit a comparison of all costs other than feed.
RETURNS VARY WITH BEEF PRODUCTION PER COW
How did the returns vary with the amount of beef pro­
duced per cow ?* Figure 5 gives an idea of the relationships 
between returns per $100 worth of feed and the amount of 
beef produced per cow in the three more important types of 
herds.
On these farms returns from the herds which were man­
aged primarily for beef production increased with the 
amount of beef up to about 900 pounds per cow. After this 
point decreasing returns appeared. The greater amount of 
care and the more expensive rations necessary in getting 
the very highest production may cause this.
The relationship in dairy herds contrasts sharply with 
that in the beef herds. In dairy herds the returns per $100 
of feed were smaller on farms producing greater amounts 
of beef. However, the amount of beef produced per cow 
was small in nearly all the dairy herds.
In the dual-purpose herds, which attempted to produce 
both beef .and butterfat, returns increased with larger
6The total number of pounds of beef produced in each herd—sales plus or minus 
changes in inventory weights;—was divided by the number o f cows in the herd, 
yielding the figure—pounds o f beef per cow.
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Fig. 5. Variations in returns per $100 of feed fed to cattle with beef production 
per cow.
amounts of bèef per cow. The income curve ran parallel 
with that for beef herds up to 800 pounds,per cow. Few 
dual-purpose herds produced more than this.
DOES HEAVY BUTTERFAT PRODUCTION PAY IN ALL 
TYPES OF HERDS?
Figure 6 shows the relationship between butterfat pro­
duction per milk cow and returns per $100 of feed. In beef 
herds the production varied from 40 to 220 pounds per cow. 
In dual-purpose herds it ran from 100 to 220 pounds. In 
dairy herds it was from 120 to 280 pounds. In each case 
frîërë^vere a few cases higher or lower but these figures 
give ffte range of the great majority of farms.
Oin farms using dairy type cows and managed primarily 
for bmtterfat production one would naturally expect to find 
high1 production per cow most important. In these herds 
returns Per $100 of feed rose with the output of butterfat 
per cow up to 240 pounds. Thereafter, diminishing returns 
were evident. Of course these figures are significant 
onby for cows of the types and grades found in these par-
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Agricultural Economics Chart A36056 Iowa State College
Kg. 6. Variations in returns per $100 o f feed fed to cattle with butterfat pro- auction per cow.
ticular herds and under the price relationships of 1928-30. 
With more productive or less productive types of cows the 
curve would probably be different.
The herds which were managed primarily for beef pro­
duction showed a curve of similar shape but with a different 
point of diminishing returns. In the dual-purpose herds 
the curve ran parallel to that of the beef herds, but there 
were no herds producing less than 100 pounds per cow.
Under the conditions of 1928 to 1930, a high rate of butter- 
fat production paid best on the herds which were organized 
and managed primarily for that purpose. Even in these 
herds there were smaller returns when over 240 pounds 
were produced per cow. A high rate of beef production 
paid best in the beef and dual-purpose herds and not in 
dairy herds. Even on the beef farms returns began to 
decline when beef production per cow exceeded about 900 
pounds.
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TREND OF PRICES DURING THE STUDY
Table 16 shows the course followed by prices of principal 
farm products during the period of the study. These price 
movements affected returns shown by the different farms. 
During 1928 prices remained relatively unchanged, while in 
1929 hogs rose 40 cents per 100 pounds during the year, 
and eggs rose about 15 cents a dozen. In 1930 prices de­
clined sharply with the beginning of the depression. Hogs 
lost $1.50 and cattle $2.40 per 100 pounds during the year; 
com lost 10 cents and oats 10 cents per bushel.
Under these conditions the large farms, which had rela­
tively much to lose in the way of reduced inventory values, 
were sure to make a poor showing. This applied also to 
livestock types of farms which customarily have higher in­
ventories than do crop farms. This should be remembered 
in making any comparison of returns as between types of 
farms for 1930.
There seemed to be a variation in prices received as be­
tween different types of farms. Thus, hog farms and beef 
feeding farms which produced the greatest number of hogs 
got somewhat higher average prices for hogs. Cattle farms
TABLE 16. WEIGHTED ANNUAL FARM PRICES OF SEVEN IOWA PRODUCTS.*
Year Hogs Cattle Corn Oats Hay Butter Eggs
1924 ......... S 7.34 $ 7.42 $ .84 $ .42 $12.34 $ .39 $ .22
1925 -........ 11.00 8.49 .90 .38 11.23 .41 .26
1926 ......¡1 11.60 7.99 .61 .34 13.97 .42 .26
1927 .... .... 9.54 8.97 .74 .41 13.38 .44 .21
1928 ..... 8.55 10.90 .81 .42 12.04 .46 .25
1929 ......... 9.41 10.80 .78 .39 11.44 .46 .26
1930 ......... 8.80 9.17 .70 .33 9.31 .36 .19
1931 ...... . 5.64 6.50 .43 .21 8.29 .27 .14
1932 ......... 3.20 4.95 .23 .15 7.56 .20 .11
1933 ......... 3.33 4.34 .27 .22 5.36 .21 .11
1934 _____ 4.15 4.96 .57 .39 11.16 .24 .13
* Data from Iowa Bulletin No. 336, p. 304, Index Numbers of Iowa Farm Prices by 
Gertrude M. Cox.
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got higher average prices for cattle and three small farms 
which specialized in poultry got the highest price for eggs. 
It appears from a casual examination that the farmers spent 
most effort in marketing their specialities and succeeded in 
getting higher prices than their neighbors for the same 
products. There was wide variation in prices received be­
cause of quality, season of marketing, etc. The number of 
cases in each group was too small to allow a segregation of 
these various factors in their influence on the prices received.
INCOME AND EXPENSES ON WEBSTER 
COUNTY FARMS
Tables 17 to 20 summarize the figures on income and ex­
penses on the farms studied. Before discussing the finan­
cial returns on these particular farms, the question should 
be raised: how do they compare to the general level of farms 
in the section ? Table 17 shows a comparison of the returns 
from the more common types in the study with figures on 
Webster County farm income according to the 1929 census. 
Part of the-difference between these sets of figures may be 
due to the different methods used in obtaining the informa­
tion. The data from the route farms came from actual 
records and is probably more complete than the census data, 
which consist of estimates given by the farmers to the 
census taker.
The route farms were larger in acreage than the average 
of the county and this accounts for part of the difference 
between the two groups. A greater difference, however, is 
due to superior performance by the farmers on the account­
ing route.
Table 1 (page 370) shows that yields on the principal crops 
were higher than the county average by about one-fifth if all 
crops are taken together. Combining the influence of larger 
farms with that of higher yields would account for total 
incomes one-quarter to one-third higher on the route farms. 
Actually the incomes on the types shown in table 17 run 
40 or 50 percent higher than the census average of the
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TABLE 17. SELECTED INCOME AND EXPENSE ITEMS—COMPARISON BY 
TYPES OF FARMS.
(From the route with 1929 Webster County Census.*)
Route averages 1928-1929 
(Farms o f 120-279 acres) 1929 
census 
all types
Hog farms Crop farms Generalfarms
Number farms ____________ 13 16 14 2637
Average acres per farm_____ 173 192 174 165
Receipts, all products__ $5433 (a) $5023 (a) $5206 (a) $3418 (b)
Crops .......—.................. ....... 1391 2833 1691 1674
Livestock .......  ........ 2835 1372 2245 1252
Livestock products ............ 723 507 787 560
Used by family.-.................. — 205 210 217 284
Expenditures for feed__ ____ 537 149 307 ' 178
Expenditures for labor ____ 212 340 273 328
Receipts per acre.................... 31.41 26.16 29.92 20.71
* Farms were classified on a different basis in the census from that used in the 
Webster County study. Therefore it is not possible to make direct comparison 
by types.
(a) Cash receipts plus value of produce used in the household.
(b) Items in this column do not add up to the total “ Receipts from all products.”  
Each item was computed separately in the census tabulation. Thus, 2629 farmers 
answered the question regarding total receipts, but only 2370 gave information 
regarding crops sold and 2323 regarding livestock sold, etc.
county. Part of the difference is accounted for by the pur­
chase of more feed and the production of more livestock.
TOTAL CASH INCOME ON THE ROUTE FARMS
The income on the route farms varied by sizes and types 
of farms as shown in table 18. Figures given in these tables 
are for the years 1928 and .1929; 1980 was left out because 
the sharp drop in prices and in inventory values upset many 
relationships which existed in more normal years.
In table 18 we see that the beef farms, which practiced 
considerable commercial feeding, both received and spent 
much more money than any other type. Total cash income 
on the beef farms averaged over $14,000. Table 19 shows ( 
that 68 percent of this was from the sale of cattle. The beef 
farms spent an average of $10,561 of which $5,996 was for 
the purchase of livestock and $1,842 for the purchase of 
feeds.
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TABLE 18. CASH INCOME AND EXPENSES—COMPARISON BY SIZE AND 
TYPE OF FARMS.
(1928-1929)
Farms Farms 120-279 acres Farms










Number of records... ......... ... 7 13 6 16 14 8
Average acres per farm____ 96 173 203 192 174 346
Income
Dairy products ___________ $ 284 $ 350 $ 293 $ 188 $ 299 $ 415
Cattle sales ......................... . 261 761 8,844 246 975 997
Poultry and eggs..... .....— 764 373 148 319 488 214
Hog sales ... ............ ..... 656 2,074 3,511 1,124 1,192 3,314
Other livestock sales....... ..... 4 — 524 2 78 320
Total livestock sales......... $1,969 $3,558 $13,320 $1,879 $3,032 $5,260
Com sold ....... ...................... $ 546 $ 839 $ 201 $1,710 $1,104 $1,742
Other crops sold.................... 258 554 483 1,123 587 1,406Misc. sales .........  .............. 159 112 121 101 266 448
Total cash income. _......„.. $2,932 $5,063 $14,125 $4,813 $4,989 $8,856
Expenditures
Equip., upkeep and repairs $ 64 $ 76 $ 80 $ 57 $ 107 $ 133
Car, truck and tractor- ..... 131 155 276 178 197 278
Hired labor _ ........................ 27 212 485 340 • 273 1,073
Misc. operating expense....... 175 289 507 267 283 436
Total cash operating exp. $ 397 $ 732 $1,346 $ 842 $ 860 $2,020
Interest paid .......................












658Insurance ... . .....  • 37 60 77 53 58 157
Perm, improvement upkeep 84 149 119 94 143 317
Total cash fixed expense___ $ 540 $ 687 $1,377 $1,044 $ 627 $1,913
Livestock bought ........ ........ 151 385 5,996 249 490 772
Feed bought .........- .... .......... 175 537 1,842 149 307 288
Total cash expenses-.......... $1,263 $2,341 $10,561 $2,284 $2,284 $4,993
Net cash income.................. $1,669 $2,722 $3,564 $2,529 $2,705 $3,863
Net farm income- ............... $1,785 $2,891 $3,151 $2,767 $3,125 $4,798
Management returns ...........
.
$ 384 $ 663 $1,095 $ 972 $ 941 $1,731
The three remaining types of farms of 120-279 acres—hog 
farms, crop farms and general farms—had total cash re­
ceipts and total cash expenses which varied but little from 
each other. In each case the total cash income was around 
$5,000, while total cash expenses were from $2,284 to $2,841. 
There was more variation in the relative importance of dif­
ferent sources of income and expense than in the totals.
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PROPORTIONS OF INCOME FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES
These three types, on an average, received from 4 to 7 per­
cent of their income from dairy products and from 7 to 10 
percent from poultry and eggs, as shown in table 19. But 
sales of cattle accounted for 20 percent of the income on the 
general farms, as compared to 15 percent on the hog farms 
and only 5 percent on the crop farms. Sales of hogs brought 
in 41 percent of' the total receipts on the hog farms and 24 
or 25 percent on the crop and general farms. Crop sales 
brought in 59 percent of the total income on crop farms, as 
compared to 34 percent on general farms and 28 percent on 
hog farms.


















Percentage total cash income from:
Dairy products------ ------------------ 10 7 2 4 6 5
Cattle sales ____________ ______ 9 15 63 5 20 11
Poultry and eggs........... ............... 26 7 1 7 10 2
Hog sales ....................  ...........- 22 41 25 23 24 37
Com s o ld ... ....... . ....................... 19 17 1 36 22 20
Other crops sold............................ 9 11 3 '  23 12 16
Percentage of total cash income s >ent for:
Operating expenses —................. 1 4 14 10 17 17 23
Fixed expenses ........... ................. 18 13 10 22 13 22
Purchases o f livestock................. 5 8 42 5 10 9
Purchases o f feed..........._.... .....  .. 6 10 . 13 3 6 3
Operating expenses required 14 to 17 percent of the total 
cash income on these three types of farms. Fixed expenses 
took 13 percent of the total cash income on the hog and 
general farms and 22 percent on the crop farms, which had 
relatively more of their capital tied up in land. The largest 
single operating expense was for hired labor which took 
from 4 to 7 percent of the total cash income. The largest 
element of fixed expense was for taxes which usually re­
quired 6 to 7 percent of total cash income.
NET CASH INCOME
After deducting these cash outlays, we find the net cash 
income in table 18. This averaged $2,722 on the hog farms, 
$2,529 on the crop farms and $2,705 on the general farms.
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When corrections are made for changes in inventories, de­
preciation on equipment and buildings and for value of farm 
produce used in the household, figures on net farm income 
are obtained. They represent the net amounts the farmers 
earned from the use of all their resources. That is, the net 
income covers earnings on the farmer’s own capital and land 
and on his own labor and that of members of his family.
The net farm income on the beef farms averaged $3,151. 
On the hog farms it averaged $2,891, while it was $2,767 on 
the crop farms and $3,125 on the general farms.
RETURNS TO MANAGEMENT
The last line in table 18 shows the returns lfeft to the 
farmers for management above these charges in 1928 and 
1929.7 With relatively favorable price relationships during 
these 2 years, the three more common types of farms we have 
been discussing, between 120 and 279 acres, earned $663 
on the management of the operators on hog farms, $972 
on the crop farms and $941 on the general farms. These 
are returns over and above returns for the use of capital 
and land.
In these years of relatively profitable operation, the farms 
doing a large volume of business naturally showed larger
It may be of some interest to notice what has happened to farm income in this 
ar®a since _ the detailed accounting route was terminated in 1930. The following 
tabulation is obtained fromi summaries of farm accounts on crop farms, hog farms, 
and general farms of 120 to 279 acres. The figures are, therefore, comparable to 
those given in table 18.
In 1930 the farms which kept accounts showed an average cash income o f $3,522. 
Inis figure declined to $1,782 in 1932, then recovered to $3,679 in 1934. Total cash 
expenditures fell more slowly than the receipts and by ¿mailer amounts. They 
declined from $1,650 in 1930 to $1,019 in 1933 and then increased to $1,348 in 1934. 
As a result of the changes in these two series, net cash incomes declined from an 
average of $1,872 in 1930 to $603 in 1932. With recovery in 1933 and 1934, net cash 
income began to rise again and reached $2,331 in 1934.
VARIATION IN FARM INCOME BY YEARS 1930-34 FROM FARM ACCOUNTS 
IN EIGHT NORTH CENTRAL IOWA COUNTIES.*
1930 1931 1932 1933 1934
Number of farms 49 49 23 17 23Average acres ner farm 171 ' 185 194 191 195
Total cash income..... ._
Total cash exnenditnres . $3,522 $2,943 $1,782 $2,326 $3,6791,650 1,565 1,179 1,019 1,348
Net cash income____________ 1,872 1,378 603 1,307 2,331
* Farms o f 120-279 acres, including crop farms, hog farms, and general farms.
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management returns than small farms or those doing a 
small volume of business. This and the more favorable price 
relationships between cattle and feed than between hogs and 
feed largely explains the larger returns on cattle farms than 
hog farms.
In 1930, earnings declined sharply from the figures just 
given. In that year there was a serious drouth and, in addi­
tion, prices were declining with the beginning of the depres­
sion. Taken as a group, the farmers on the accounting route 
averaged around $900 over and above their wages and inter­
est on their investment in 1928 and 1929. In 1930 they 
failed to cover interest, rent and wages for themselves by 
an average of over $1,500.
DIFFERENCES IN RETURNS DUE TO TYPE OF 
FARM TENURE
Table 20 contrasts the income and expense figures for the 
owned farms with the crop-share farms for 1928 and 1929. 
Crop farms, hog farms, and general farms are included. 
The crop farms were inclined to be more exploitative in the 
types of farming followed. Fewer livestock were kept and 
as a usual thing less attention was given to maintenance of
Fig. 7. A crop-share farm, showing the inadequate improvements typical of many 
farms of this group.
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TABLE 20. CASH INCOME AND EXPENSES, COMPARISON OF OWNERS AND 
CROP-SHARE FARMS—1928-1929 RECORDS.
Hog farms, crop farms and general farms 















Dairy products ............... $ 294Cattle sales ..................
Poultry and eggs...........................................
Hog sales ............. 3501,179
48Other livestock sales.......................
Total livestock sales..................... 2,812 2,143
Corn sold ................
Other' crops sold................ 786
261Misc. sales .............. 90
Total cash income................. 4,946 4,620 1,779
. Expenditures 





165Car, truck and tractor.........Hired labor ..................
Misc. operating expense.............. 246
Total cash operating expense.......... 918 702 80 (a)
Taxes ....„
Insurance .
Permanent improvement upkeep.... 179 91
Total cash fixed expenses (b )....... 639 424 400 (a)
Livestock bouarht . 296
429Feeds bought .... 214
i’otal cash expense (b )....... ...... 2,282 | 1,549
Net cash income Cbl......... I






■  (a) Approximate.
■ (b) Omitting interest paid on borrowed funds.
I the soil. The rented farms usually had fewer and cheaper
II improvements. The landlords usually felt a need for getting 
11 as large a current income from the farms as they could and 
»spent less in keeping up the soil or the buildings than did 
11 owner-operators.
The first thing we notice in table 20 is that the owners 
| took in an average of $2,812 from livestock sales as com- 
| pared to $2,148 on the rented farms. Crop sales amounted 
| to $1,873 on owner farms, as compared to $2,387 on rented 
| farms. This latter figure includes the value of crops turned 
I over to the landlord for rent.
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Among the operating expenses every item averaged high­
er on owned than on the rented farms. The total operating 
expense averaged $918 on the owner farms, as compared to 
$702 on the rented farms. The fixed expenses also ran con­
siderably higher on the owned farms. Payments of interest 
on borrowed funds were omitted from this statement in 
order that the figures might be comparable between owned 
and rented farms. No information was available on mort­
gages or other farm debts owed by the landlords. The re­
sult of the more exploitative policy on the part of both land­
lord and tenant and the effort of each to keep down cash 
expenditures is seen in the larger net cash income on the 
rented farms. This averaged $3,071 as compared to $2,664 
on the owned farms.
NET FARM INCOME ON OWNED AND RENTED FARMS
After the operating expenses and changes in inventories 
were deducted from the gross income, the net farm income 
on the rented farms averaged $3,384, as compared to $2,674 
for the owned farms. Of the $3,384, the landlord received 
a net income of $1,186 after paying taxes, landlord’s share 
in current operation, depreciation, etc. This left a net in­
come of $2,198 for the tenant (table 20).
The returns to the landlord averaged $366 more than the 
current rate of earnings on land and buildings for 1928 and 
1929. At the same time the tenants made management re­
turns somewhat larger than did the owner farmers.
In considering these figures, we should keep in mind the 
combined efforts of landlords and tenants to get all they 
could out of the farms. Differences between types of owned 
and rented farms probably gave some advantage to the 
rented farms. Nevertheless, the data show that it actually 
was currently profitable in these years to exploit the land 
of the rented farms, regardless of the final effect on their 
productivity.
MANAGEMENT RETURNS AND FARM EFFICIENCY
Table 21 permits a comparison of the management returns 
and some of the principal management factors on farms
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which kept records throughout the 3 years, 1928 to 1930. 
These were divided into three groups on the basis of the 
management return made in the 2 years, 1928 and 1929.
In the high-profit group, management return averaged 
$1,770 per farm, as compared to a loss of $30 in the low- 
profit group. This wide difference in profits is explainable 
because the high-profit farms had a larger volume of busi­
ness as the total cash income averaged $5,228 on the high- 
profit farms and $3,755 in the low-profit group.
Operating expenses do not differ materially between these 
groups. Fixed expenses, however, were. higher in the 
medium and low-profit groups than in the high-profit group. 
This probably indicates that the better managers had al­
ready reduced their debts to smaller figures and, therefore,
TABLE 21. MANAGEMENT RETURNS AND FARM EFFICIENCY FACTORS 
WITH 3 YEARS OF RECORDS, 120-279 ACRES.*




5 low profit 
farms
1 ! 
$1,770 $ 939 $ 30
1 5,228 4,905 3,755
2,617 2,246 1,210




1 190 186 156






$ 128 $ 124 $ 109
12.8 12.1 1 10.8
.[ 515 527 6681












Total cash income...... ....... ............
Crop sales -----------------------------
Livestock sales ----------------------
Operating expenses —.......... .......
Total cash fixed expense...........—
Net cash income.......... ...................
Efficiency factors—1928-1930 averages 
Crop system
Total acres in farm----------- ----------------
Crops, a c r e s ________________ —
Corn, a cre s -----------    —
Oats, acres ............ .......... v---------- ----
Alfalfa, acres -------------------------  —
Yield per acre corn, bu. 
Yield per acre oats, bu...
Hogs
Return per $100 feed............... ....... .........
Litters pigs raised— ............. — » ------- -—
Pounds concentrates per 100 lbs. gain.
Cattle
Return per $100 feed------- -—
Number milk cows----------—
Number beef cows— ------------
Lbs. butterfat per milk cow.. 
Lbs. beef per cow-----------------
Months labor used............... ........... -
Acres crops per 12 months labor..
* General farms, hog farms and crop farms combined.
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had smaller interest payments to make. There were slightly 
more tenants in the high-profit group.
The high-profit farms were somewhat larger than the low- 
profit ones, averaging 190 acres as compared to 156 acres. 
There was but little difference in the proportions of land 
put into each of the principal crops. The high-profit farms 
were able to obtain slightly larger yields per acre, although 
the difference here is not striking.
There was a much larger difference in the performance on 
livestock. The high-profit men obtained a return of $128 
for each $100 of feed fed. This compares with $109 in the 
low-profit group. The greater returns seem to have been 
closely related to efficiency in feeding methods. The high- 
profit men obtained 100 pounds of gain on hogs with an 
average of 515 pounds of concentrates, as compared to 668 
pounds on the low-profit farms. Higher performance is 
indicated on cattle. The high-profit men obtained 311 
pounds of butterfat per milk cow and 670 pounds of beef 
from each cow in the herd, as contrasted to 147 pounds of 
butterfat and 445 pounds of beef in the low group.
The last two lines of table 21 show that there was very 
little difference in the total amount of labor hired per farm 
as between these groups. Using 17 months of labor in the 
course of the year, the high-profit men handled 162 acres of 
crops, an average of 117 acres per 12 months of labor. In the 
low-profit group 16 months of labor were used in handling 
122 acres of crops. This amounted to only 92 acres per 12 
months.
The high-profit farmers were able to show relatively high 
performance all around, including slightly better crop yields, 
decidedly better performance on livestock and greater effi­
ciency in the use of labor.
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